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Training 

Training has always been important to the TFD - beginning in the 1880s with bucket 

brigade practice and progressing through the years to include fire prevention, fire 

suppression, emergency medical services, communication, hazardous material 

handling, and technical rescue - with a variety of apparatus from hand-drawn carts, to 

horse-drawn-vehicles, to today’s modern motorized vehicles.  Training facilities 

evolved from open drill fields, to simulated fires in neighboring buildings, to dedicated 

multidiscipline training centers.  And instruction improved from simple repetition, to 

comprehensive classroom learning and challenging field exercises. 

Early Years (1881-1946) 

The TFD began in 1881 with a few volunteers, 22 buckets, 6 axes, 6 picks, and 8 shovels.  In those early 

days, training consisted of recognizing fire bell alarms and practicing bucket brigade techniques.  When 

hose carts arrived in 1883, firefighters could practice pulling the carts around town, hooking up to the 

new fire hydrants, and laying out hose.  In fact there were timed hose-laying competitions with other 

fire departments around the state. 

When the horse-drawn 

apparatus period began1 in 

1900, firefighters had to 

practice harnessing horses 

from a unique overhead 

prepositioning arrangement 

and then training the horses 

on practice fire runs through 

the expanding town.  There 

are many stories from the 

period (some amusing) of 

escaped horses running 

around town and vehicles 

overturning in tight turns or 

trying to avoid pedestrians or 

other “traffic.” 

The TFD’s well-known and highly regarded early two-term Fire Chief Jack Boleyn (1883-1884, 1888-

1898), was a strong proponent of firefighter training.  His advocacy of training extended even after his 

retirement, when he got local newspapers in the early 1900s to print his “monthly-firefighter-drilling” 

recommendations.   

                                                           
1
 For a complete discussion of this period, see the earlier “Reflections” article, “Our Four-Footed Friends.” 

The 7000-lb Nott Steamer, shown here in 1909, overturned three 

times during its first two years of service.  (Courtesy of the TFD) 
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In a 1922 review of TFD practices to set city insurance rates, the National Board of Fire Underwriters 

assessed training, “New members are instructed in the use of appliances by company officers.  Company 

drills are held weekly; these consist mostly of hose laying, practice in coupling hose, use of ladders and 

minor equipment.  Motors are started twice daily.” 

In 1929 the TFD’s longest serving Fire Chief Joseph Roberts (1921-1938) started a first-in-the-country 

vocational training program for firefighters that included first-aid and life-saving training, and instruction 

about fire hazards,  fire detection, building vulnerabilities, and how to use complex firefighting 

equipment. 

Following a national trend, in 1930 Tucson became subject to Civil Service guidelines in the hiring and 

promotion of City public service workers, including all TFD positions.  One immediate effect was to 

increase the importance of firefighter training.  From 1930 on, hiring and promotion would depend on 

competitive examination. 

Firefighter Training Section (1946) 

Following World War II, in the mid 1940s, the mission of the TFD began to expand.  In 1946 Training and 

Fire Prevention became major elements in the TFD organization.  Drill Master Captain H. E. “Chili” 

Francis was appointed to supervise the Training Section.   

In 1950 the TFD had four fire stations and approximately 65 personnel.  We can gain some insight into 

TFD training in the 1950s from the Department’s first Annual Report - for FY 1954: 

“[In the early 1950s, the Drill Master attended the Los Angeles Fire Fighting School after 

which in 1953] a loose leaf training manual was prepared and issued to each fireman. … 

Each firefighter drilled once a week with the apparatus to which he was assigned. … Two 

condemned buildings were used in lieu of a drill tower which has been requested for 

many years.  Firefighting tactics were planned, fires set and extinguished, and rekindled 

for different approaches to the problem.  Smoke bombs, breathing apparatus, ladders, 

and other equipment were utilized.  Each firefighter became qualified in the Red Cross 

technique of first aid.” 

In 1951 the TFD put in service the first Rescue Van to provide first aid services in the metropolitan area.   

In 1953 and 1954, TFD firefighters were allowed days off to attend at their own expense, the Arizona 

State Fire School in Phoenix.  The three-day course included instruction in pumps and engines, sprinkler 

systems, building inspection, arson, civil defense, extinguishers, fire alarms, breathing apparatus, 

Arizona law, and rural firefighting. 

Without training facilities of its own, the TFD held hose drills in the streets, ladder drills at Tucson High 

School and the elevated water tank at North 3rd Avenue and East Elm Street, and studied building 

construction at local businesses.  The Santa Rita Swimming Pool was used for pump operations and a 

test pit.  Old buildings in Randolph Park were made available for demonstration fires by the Parks 

Department. 
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In 1965 Fire Station 10 was repositioned from the original 

downtown airport location, southwest of Kino Parkway 

and 36th Street, to Ajo Way and Park Avenue. The property 

next door to the new fire station was designated as the 

TFD drill grounds, where construction of a drill tower 

began immediately.   

The FY 1965 TFD Annual Report speaks of,  

“the drill tower, even though it is not completed has been utilized to train more 

companies in more aspects of high-rise fire control than before; the pump test pit, 

especially designed for our purpose, is always available for required maximum reuse of 

water; with the recent addition of fire hydrants to the area we are able to conduct more 

realistic and effective drills.” 

 

Hose laying drills outside Station 5 in the 1950s.  (Courtesy of 

the TFD) 

Ladder drill at Tucson High School in the 

1950s.  (Courtesy of the TFD) 

     Fire Station 10 in 1965 with the training tower under construction at upper left.  (Courtesy of the TFD) 
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Training in firefighting skills continued informally at the fire company level, supplemented by outside 

training for individuals at places like the Arizona State Fire School, First Aid Courses, simulated disaster 

exercises, fire prevention seminars, and assorted other schools, conferences and seminars. 

The Training write-up in the FY 1965 TFD Annual Report concludes with a hint of future training 

approaches,  

“The possibilities of establishing a fire service curriculum whereby academic and 

technical subjects are taught by professional instructors while the Department retains 

training responsibility for application and skill, is being investigated.” 

Training Center (1970) 

A Tucson bond vote in 1964 authorized the building of the TFD’s first dedicated training facility.  The TFD 

Training Center was finally completed in 1970 on eight acres next to Fire Station 10.  By 1970 the TFD 

had grown to 12 fire stations, 279 personnel, and a fleet of five first-aid-providing rescue vans.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The training tower, which had been in use before the Training Center was completed, continued to be 

used to train firefighters in tactics to fight fires in high rise buildings.  But the deadly fire in the 11-story 

Pioneer Hotel2 in December 1970 changed everything; building codes were improved, the TFD was 

authorized to buy higher-reaching aerial ladders, and lessons learned from the tragedy were introduced 

into TFD training.  By 1974 the training tower had been enclosed and several shapes and sizes of 

windows were installed to familiarize firefighters with types of windows they might encounter in 

Tucson’s growing number of high-rise buildings. 

 

                                                           
2
 For the complete story of this fire, that took 29 lives and injured 34 firefighters, see the earlier “Reflections” 

article, “The Pioneer Hotel - Tucson’s Most Tragic Fire.” 

TFD Training Center in 1970 - Front Side (Courtesy 

of the TFD) 

Aerial view of rear side of TFD Training Center.  Fire 

Station 10 is at upper left. (Courtesy of the TFD) 
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A 12-week course - a combination of classroom study and field exercises - was developed to train new 

firefighters.  Each candidate, termed a probationary firefighter, was given a Study Guide that began with 

a list of TFD expectations, including: 

“Tucson expects member of Fire Department to be neat, courteous, honest, of good 

conduct, and responsible for their financial obligations. 

“The honesty and trustworthiness of Firefighters must be unquestionable, because it is 

often necessary for them to enter homes and business establishments under emergency 

conditions, with or without, the knowledge of the owners. 

“Discipline is absolutely necessary in order for any fire department to efficiently 

extinguish fires and function successfully.”    

Training was conducted in a “semi-military” manner as a means to prepare students to operate in 

emergency situations under the orders of TFD officers - an approach that continues today.  

The training course included the following major subjects:  Fire Alarm Systems - including dispatching 

and radio procedures; Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus; Equipment, Engine, Ladder Truck, and 

At left - In the early 1970s, firefighters practice on 

the “open” training tower.  Above - In 1974, the 

training tower was enclosed to better simulate 

Tucson’s high-rise buildings (Courtesy of the TFD) 
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Rescue Truck; Fire Extinguishers; First Aid; General Fire Firefighting Knowledge - including tactics and 

strategy; Manuals - with emphasis on individual responsibilities; and Electronic Data Processing - where 

the student learned how to keep individual, fire company, fire hydrant, and home inspection records. 

The TFD put its first paramedic vehicle in service in 1974, starting on a long path to provide prehospital 

care and ambulance service to hospitals in critical life support situations.3 The TFD partnered with St. 

Mary’s hospital to develop and train TFD paramedic personnel in the medical disciplines required by the 

Arizona Department of Health Services.   

By the mid-1980s, the TFD Training Center was hampered by space limitations, neighbors complaining 

about drifting smoke from suppression exercises, and out-of-date equipment.  Local voters approved a 

1984 bond proposal to fund construction of a new training facility. 

The TFD Training Center was used until 1997, when the new facility was completed, and was then 

converted to the Fire Prevention Division office.  The building was purchased by Golden Eagle 

Distributor around 2000, and demolished a couple of years later.   

Public Safety Academy (1997) 

The Training Center was replaced in 1997 by the Public Safety Academy, operated jointly by Tucson’s 

Fire and Police Departments.  The $14.3 million 150-acre facility was built at 10001 South Wilmot Road, 

about 14 miles southeast of downtown Tucson, across the road from the Arizona State Prison complex.  

The Fire and Police Departments share the facility to train their personnel. 

From the Fire Department perspective, the 2000 TFD Yearbook proclaimed,  

“[The Academy] is the largest single-agency training facility in the country. … It boasts 

equipment and facilities for hazardous materials, technical rescue instruction [TFD 

missions added in the 1980s], driver-operator and incident-command training, wildfire 

suppression, flammable-liquid training and a host of other firefighting needs.”    

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3
 For the complete story, see the earlier “Reflections” article, “Emergency Medical Services.” 

 

Apparatus Building at the Public Safety Academy in 1997.  The new tower is at the right. (Courtesy of the TFD) 
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The Public Safety Academy was built to service a still-growing Tucson metropolitan community and the 

TFD which grew along with the city.  In the same year that the Public Safety Academy opened, TFD Fire 

Station 6 was recommissioned just south of the Academy on Wilmot Road.  By 2000 the TFD had 18 

active fire stations, about 500 personnel, and 14 paramedic units. 

A May 1999 article in Smithsonian magazine described the impressive Academy, 

“Beyond the cavernous apparatus bay, housing three engines and an ambulance, curves 

an array of firefighting props including a fireable gas main, trenches and sewer pipes; a 

flammable liquid pool; burnable cars; a roof sitting on the ground; collapsible concrete 

floors; and the Burn Room, a squat concrete building that can become anything from a 

fiery car-cluttered garage with an apartment to an empty warehouse.  At the far end 

rises the six-story tower with a working elevator and rooms that can simulated offices, 

apartments, even a movie theater; artificial smoke can be pumped to any floor.”  

The nature of firefighter training was changing.  Hands-on training, which comprised about 80% of the 

Training Center activity in the 1970s, comprised about 45% of the early training at the Public Safety 

Academy.  Fire-science and other academic classes made up the difference, including instruction on how 

and why fire-command decisions are made.  The curriculum continued to evolve in this direction 

through the present time; the training program expanded to 22 weeks4, while maintaining the intense 

“para-military” approach designed to provide the skills needed to be successful firefighters. 

 

 

                                                           
4
 For recruits already qualified as EMT’s, the course is 20 weeks. 

The Administration Building at the Public Safety Academy houses Fire Department offices on the second floor 

left, opposite Police Department offices on the right.   The first floor contains libraries for both Departments.  

(Courtesy of Al Ring, 2017) 
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Today the Public Safety Academy has an additional 150 acres (“outside the fence”) as a buffer zone or 

possible future growth.  Also, the facility has added a foam pit for foam application training, a storage 

tank fire prop, railroad cars and over the road tankers for hazardous materials spills training, a high 

tension wire tower, a two-story house and a “bar” for tactics training, offices, a cafeteria, and nine 

classrooms.  (Future expansion plans include a three-story apartment building for training, an 

auditorium/multi-purpose building that could be used for graduation ceremonies, additional classrooms, 

and perhaps a swift-water rescue prop.)  

TFD documents describe today’s challenge,  

“Recruits must successfully complete both a series of written exams based on classroom 

work, and practical exams based on skills taught and practiced during hands-on drill 

time. … Recruits are trained in proper firefighting techniques, procedures, and tactics.  

Emergency medical fundamentals are also taught and every firefighter recruit is trained 

to the EMT-Basic level. … Physical training is conducted every day, and recruits must 

gain and maintain the strength and fitness necessary to meet the demand of 

firefighting.  Physical training consists of cardiovascular, muscular strength and strength 

endurance workouts. … Upon completion of the Academy, recruits receive Arizona State 

Firefighter I & II certification.” 

The current 22-week comprehensive academic program includes the following courses:  Prevention - 

including lessons learned; Fire Alarm Systems/Sprinkler Systems; Firefighting Equipment - including 

hoses, ladders, nozzles/fire streams, self-contained-breathing apparatus, CPR equipment, Rapid 

Intervention equipment, and foam; Apparatus - including detailed knowledge of pumpers, aerial ladders, 

elevation platforms, ladder tenders, paramedic trucks, miscellaneous battalion trucks, Alpha trucks, 

rescue trucks, and Haz/Mat vehicles; Tools - including hand, powered, hydraulic, and thermal imaging 

cameras; Emergency Medical Technology - including vitals, airway management, patient assessment, 

respiratory emergencies, human body, cardio, neuro, trauma, and CPR; Firefighting Knowledge - 

including 37 classes on all firefighting operations; Fire Department Manuals; Hazardous Materials - 

including regulations and handling; Competencies - including scores of demonstrations and classes of 

firefighter skills; and Miscellaneous - including administration, TFD organization, and ethics. 

Challenging Hands-on training includes Physical Training, operating in a Mud Bog, Fire Ground Survival, 

Hazardous Materials, Auto Extrication, suppressing fires in the Burn Room, Flashover Drills, Night Drills, 

Technical Rescue, Advanced Driver Training, Swift Water Rescue, and Ladder Operations. 

Over the years, training of TFD paramedics transitioned from St. Mary’s Hospital, to University Medical 

Center, to today’s partnership with Pima Community College’s Public Safety & Emergency Services 

Institute.  This 16-week “Emergency Medical Technology - Paramedic” program accepts TFD firefighters 

who have completed recruit training with EMT certification and results in an Associate of Applied 

Science Degree.  Graduates who intend to promote to the TFD position of paramedic then take a two-

week course at the Public Safety Academy to be certified. 
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Scenes from firefighter training at the Public Safety Academy.   (Courtesy of the TFD) 
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From the beginning in 1997, the Public Safety Academy offered its services to others as a Regional Public 

Safety Academy.  Most of the fire departments in Pima County have utilized the facility for specialized 

training; law enforcement has experienced state-wide participation. 

Public Safety Academy firefighter training has even extended to the Middle East.  Working with the U.S. 

State Department, in September 2015, the Academy conducted a tour of the facility for the Israel Civil 

Defense Fire and Rescue forces.  And in April and September of 2016, the Academy conducted two 

weeks of training for eight officials of the Palestinian Civil Defense Fire and Rescue Group from the West 

Bank. 

Training Management 

Tucson continues to grow and the TFD has tried to keep pace.  By mid-2016 the TFD had 22 active fire 

stations, over 750 personnel, and operated 18 paramedic units.   

The Training Section is part of the Operations Division and is currently managed by Deputy Chief Mike 

Fischback.5  The mission of TFD Training is to ensure that the TFD provides well-qualified, well-trained 

and physically able public servants to protect and serve the community.  

Training is designed to be challenging and thorough.  Candidate firefighters must be at least 18 years 

old; possess a High School Diploma, GED or equivalent certificate, have a valid Driver’s License with two 

years driving experience; and have physical abilities necessary to perform essential firefighting 

functions.   

Candidates must go through the Civil Service testing process - including a written and oral exam, a 

Candidate Physical Ability Test, and a final interview.  Selection for a Firefighter Recruit Class at the 

Public Safety Academy is based on an overall candidate ranking from the previous steps.  

As we have discussed, recruit training at the Public Safety Academy is long and grueling.  Successful 

recruits find that the graduation ceremony is impressive and emotional, with their peers, families, and 

friends attending.  As Deputy Chief Mike Fischback told a recent graduating class, 

“By this time six months from now, it is probable that every one of you will have 

participated in a call where your intervention will be the difference between a good and 

poor outcome to the public.  If you think it was intimidating to work under the scrutiny 

of a Training Captain, just wait until you are required to perform interventions on a child 

or other loved one as family members are watching you.” 

                                                           
5
 Mike Fischback joined the TFD as a firefighter in 1991, was promoted to Paramedic in 1996, to Captain in 2003, 

and to Battalion Chief in 2008.  From 2004-2008 he worked as a Training Captain at the Public Safety Academy, 
before serving in Logistics, followed by two years as Assistant Chief of the Operations Division.  In 2014 he 
returned to lead the Public Safety Academy as Deputy Chief of Training.   He plans to retire in September 2017.  
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After successfully completing 

the TFD Recruit Training 

Program, new firefighters are 

assigned to fire engine and 

ladder companies to serve the 

remainder of an 18-month 

probationary period (that 

includes the weeks spent at 

the Public Safety Academy).  

During this period, 

probationary firefighters 

reinforce and expand their 

knowledge and skills in 

firefighting and EMS through 

continuing training and 

education.  They must also successfully complete a series of written and practical exams and oral board 

interviews.  

Besides training new 

firefighters, the Training 

Section provides quarterly 

continuing education training 

for all firefighters in the field, 

and certification and 

promotional processes for 

Battalion Chiefs, Captains, 

Engineers, and Paramedics. 

In June of every year, the TFD 

conducts a Cadet (High 

School age) class for three 

weeks.  The program consists 

of fire/medical training and 

drills to give cadets a taste of 

what the fire service is all 

about.  Accord to Deputy 

Chief Fischback, “This 

program has proven to be TFD’s best recruiting tool.” 

  

 Each TFD recruit graduating from the Public Safety Academy signs this 

oath of service.   (Courtesy of the TFD) 

Class 15-4 graduates from recruit training on February 5, 2016.  

(Courtesy of the TFD) 
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Primary Sources 

1.  Public Service and Emergency Services Institute, https://www.pima.edu/business-

industry/public-safety-emergency/  

2. “TFD Mission and Overview,” Official website of the City of Tucson. 

3. Tucson Fire Department Archives / Greater Tucson Fire Foundation, 

http://www.tucsonfirefoundation.com/tfd-archive-down/  

  

 Annual & Other Reports, 1954, 1965, 1968, 1969, 2016  

 

 Articles, Histories, & More, TFD Histories, “1922-1956-TFD-ISO1” 

 

 Honor Roll & Membership Information (1), “Chiefs,” “Jack Boleyn,” “Joe Roberts” 

 

 Stations, “Station 10” 

 

 Training, “Graduations & Classes,” “Training Papers,” “Fire Training Academy,” “Public  

     Safety Academy,” “1950s Training,” “1960s Training,” “1970s Training” 

 

 Yearbooks & Awards, TFD Yearbooks 1881-1981, 1980-2000, 2000-2010  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.pima.edu/business-industry/public-safety-emergency/
https://www.pima.edu/business-industry/public-safety-emergency/
http://www.tucsonfirefoundation.com/tfd-archive-down/
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Greater Tucson Fire Foundation 
 

Thank you for taking an interest in 
Tucson Fire Department history — 

 
This is one of many sections that contain information, documents, letters, newspaper articles, 
pictures, etc. They have been collected and arranged in chronological order or by a subject. 
These items were collected, organized and entered into a computerized database by Dave 
Ridings Retired Assistant Chief Tucson Fire Department, Al Ring friend of the department, 
Greater Tucson Fire Foundation and with the help of many friends and fellow firefighters.  
 
All graphics have been improved to make the resolution as good as possible, but the reader 
should remember that many came from copies of old newspaper articles. This also applies to 
other items such as documents, letters, etc.  
 
Credit to the source of the documents, photos, etc. is provided whenever it was available. We 
realize that many items are not identified and regret that we weren’t able to provide this 
information. As far as the newspaper articles that are not identified, 99% of them would have 
to be from one of three possible sources. The Arizona Daily Star, The Tucson Citizen and the 
Tucson Daily Citizen, for which we want to give a special thanks.  
 
Please use this information as a reference tool only. If the reader uses any of the information 
for any purpose other than a reference tool, they should get permission from the source.  
 

Should the reader have additional information on the above subject we would appreciate you 

sharing it with us. Please see the names and contact information on the 1st. TFD Archives page 

right below this paragraph. 

 

 

 


